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A thrilling new urban fantasy filled with magic and motorcycle gangs from Jennifer Rush, author of

the Altered saga--perfect for fans of Beautiful Creatures. Eighteen-year-old Jemmie Carmichael has

grown up surrounded by magic in the quiet town of Hawthorne, New York. In her world, magic users

are called "kindled," and Jemmie would count herself among them if only she could cast a simple

spell without completely falling apart. It doesn't help that she was also recently snubbed by Crowe,

the dangerous and enigmatic leader of the Black Devils kindled motorcycle gang and the unofficial

head of their turf. When the entire kindled community rolls into Hawthorne for an annual festival, a

rumor begins spreading that someone is practicing forbidden magic. Then people start to go

missing. With threats closing in from every side, no one can be trusted. Jemmie and Crowe will

have to put aside their tumultuous history to find their loved ones, and the only thing that might save

them is the very flaw that keeps Jemmie from fully harnessing her magic. For all her years of feeling

useless, Jemmie may just be the most powerful kindled of all.

Praise for Devils & Thieves:* "Rush has given a lot of thought to her world-building here, and the

result is a fascinating new world where magic and crime intersect. Urban fantasy is hard to get just

right in YA, but she succeeds completely. Teen readers will find a lot to love about Jemmie's

complicated life, and they will definitely leave wanting more."Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Booklist (starred review)"It's a

juicy plot, and the drama starts thick and heavy and doesn't let up right until the last page...The

pace is quick, with an effective balance of romance, angst, and magic."Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Bulletin of the

Center for Children's Books

Jennifer Rush is the author of Devils & Thieves and the Altered Saga. She currently lives in

Michigan with her family, where the winters make her grumpy and the summers make her forget the

winters. When not writing, she can be found curled up with a good book or out wandering, either by

foot or by car. She dreams of seeing the world someday (as long as it's not winter).
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